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Abstract: Now-a-days organizations use many more databases for their day to day operations. These tremendous amounts of
databases have been accessed on the web in HTML form. When a query is submitted to the search interface these web pages
are retrieved. The data units extracted from the stored database are merged into the pages dynamically and results are shown
on the webpages. So for this annotation approach is used. In this it first aligns the data units into different groups in a way
that data in the same group have the same meaning. Annotation label is assigned to each group on the basis of different
annotators. An annotation wrapper is constructed in order to annotate the new results in same database without performing
the whole annotation process. Database is going to increase in order to search more terms and to get more results.
Keywords: Annotator, Annotation label, Annotation wrapper, Data annotation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Databases are the technologies for dealing with large number of data. Webpage are the most efficient and easy way to
represent information. Data unit represents real word entity i.e. value of a record under an attribute. Data alignment and its
annotation increase the efficiency of searching information. Data alignment is the process of collecting the data into different
groups in such a way that data in the same group have same meaning. Annotation is the method used for labelling i.e. adding
extra information to the document, paragraph etc so that it simplifies what type of data and which document it is. In short it is
the method of assigning meaningful labels. For example, in library various books are arranged in a rack. So rack labelled as
“JAVA” might hold books of java programming language. Thus it enables fast retrieval of information in large amount of
database.
Same on the web, result page retrieved from web database (WDB) consists of several search result records (SRRs) and each
record consists of multiple data units. These data units are encoded dynamically into result pages for human browsing and
converted into machine processable format and then assigned meaningful labels. Encoding of data units requires more human
efforts to annotate or label data units manually. So it gives poor scalability.
In this we present an automatic annotation approach. This approach arranges the data units into different groups and make
sure that each data unit in the same group have same meaning.
Each group is then annotated on the basis of different basic annotators to make a final label. Semantic labels are not only
important for record linkage task but also used for storing collected SRRs into a database table. At the final stage, a wrapper is
generated. It is generated in order to annotate the new results in same database without performing the whole annotation
process. Automatic annotation approach is highly effective and more scalable.
For wrapper construction we are specifying some rules that tell us how to extract data of concept and what is the semantic
label. So it is helpful to annotate the retrieved data from the same database without applying the same annotation process.
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The following paper is organized as: Section 2 describes the previous survey of paper. Section 3 specifies the

implementation part i.e. the workflow, algorithm used and contribution. Section 4 gives our result set and experiments while
Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The first approach on how to support query operations on encrypted data with bucketization, after the data is encrypted, the
ciphertext is concatenated to a bucket number, which is assigned to a specific range that includes the data. When a user requests
a query operation, the server uses the bucket numbers to execute the query operation. For example, if a client program wants to
retrieve the data in the range between 100,000 and 200,000, it first calculates the numbers of buckets whose union is the
smallest set that covers the queried range. The client program sends the bucket numbers to the database server. The database
server searches all the encrypted data whose bucket number is one of the received numbers. The server then, sends the data back
to the client. The client can obtain the correct result by filtering out the data that are not in the range after decrypting them. In
this case, a larger amount of data transmitted between the client and server than in the case where the database stores
unencrypted data items due to the false positives that occur in cases where a bucket has both the data the client wants to retrieve
and data that it does not want. In OPE, the order of the underlying plaintexts can be compared only with the computation of sublinear complexity from the ciphertexts without decrypting them. Owing to such efficiency, more efficient range queries can be
supported with OPE compared to the case of using OB. Moreover, the result of range queries on ciphertexts encrypted by OPE
does not produce false positives because the comparison ability on ciphertexts can distinguish whether a ciphertext has the
plaintext in a specified range when the server has an encryption of two borders of the range being queried in the plaintext space.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Information retrieval and annotation has been populated in research area. Wrapper induction systems rely on human users
for mark and labelling. They produce a series of rules known as wrapper to retrieve the same set of information on result pages
from the same WDB. So the system obtains high extraction accuracy but suffers from poor scalability and is not suitable for
online applications.
Old applications require large amount of human efforts to manually label the data units. We are considering how to
automatically annotate data units in same search records.
Conceptual model based data extraction uses heuristics structural framework to retrieve information automatically and label
them. But structural framework for various domains needs to be constructed manually.
Several works automatically gives meaningful labels to data units in results records. Data extraction from large websites
annotate data units with the closest labels on result pages but its application is limited because some web databases do not
encode data units with their labels in result records.
Existing automatic alignment techniques are depending on very one or very few features. Most probably used is HTML tag
paths. It is assumed that subtrees related to two data units with different result records but having the same concept have the
similar tag structure. But this assumption is not right as tag tree is sensitive to minor differences which cause wrong coding.
Vision based approach used visual contents on webpages to perform alignment. But it is not on data unit level rather it
depends on text unit level. It is also not clear how it combines its annotation to make a single label.
A regular expression based data tree procedure uses HTML tags to align data units and filling them into a table. But the
alignment is purely based on HTML tags only. Other important features like data type, content, presentation style are not taken
into consideration. For each WDB wrapper is constructed only for data unit extraction.
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In our approach, data alignment handles all relationships between data units and text nodes. Clustering based shifting

technique is used to align the data. Here annotation wrapper is constructed for extraction as well as for assigning labels.
Specifically it defines some rules.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Let

j
i

represent the data unit into the ith result records of concept j. The result records on a result page is shown (a) in a table

format in which each row represents an SRR.

Phase 1- Alignment Phase: Here we identify all data units in the result records and arrange them into different groups in a
way that each group have different concept shown in (b). Data units having same semantic are grouped together in order to
identify common patterns and features among them.
Phase 2- Annotation Phase: In this, annotators are used to create label for the data units in their group. Fig (c) shows that
semantic label Lj is allocated to each column.
Phase 3- Annotation Wrapper Generation Phase: As shown in (d), for each concept an annotation rule is generated which
describes how to retrieve data units in the result page.
Alignment Algorithm1

From each result records, it detects and removes decorative tags so that text nodes with same attribute are merged in
single text node.

2

Align text nodes into groups with the same semantic.

3

Then it is necessary to determine whether group needs to be again split. So here we have to identify separators.

4

After separation of composite group again they need to be aligned.

Clustering Algorithm- Here for each SRR we are performing breadth first traversal on the DOM tree to remove the
decorative tags. After that we will try for depth first traversal to remove decorative tags.
Label assignment- Labeling is performed with the help of LIS and IIS i.e. local and integrated interface schema. LIS faces
the problems like label inadequacy and label inconsistency. To overcome these problems we are designed integrated interface
schema. This schema collects all the attributes of LIS and creates a global attribute which has unique name.
Annotation Wrapper Construction- Annotation wrapper is the rule defined to retrieve result records from the same
database for new search terms without applying the whole annotation process. The annotation rule consists of 5 parameters:
Label, prefix, suffix, separators, and unitindex. If the prefix and suffix of data are same as specified in the rule it is correct and
the label is assigned at the position unitindex. To split the data units separators are given.
a) Five features of data units:
Data content- Data content are the keywords of same concept used to search the information quickly. For e.g. keyword
“java” returns the relevant information of word java.
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Presentation style- It describes how data is displayed on the webpage. Some styles are font, color, font size etc.
Data type- Date, time, integer, percentage etc. are the data types considered in approach.
Tag path- It is the sequence of tags traversed from root to corresponding node in tree. Every node has its 2 parts: tag name

and direction.
Adjacency- It means preceding and succeeding data unit.
b) Relationship between data unit and text node:
Data unit is value of a record and text nodes are visible elements on webpage. To determine how many data units are
contained in text node some relationships are defined.
•

One to one relationship- Each text of the node contains exactly the value of single attribute means only one data unit.

•

One to many relationship- Each text node contains multiple data units.

•

Many to one relationship- In this multiple text node form a data unit.

•

One to nothing relationship- Text node are not part of any data unit.

So these 5 common features of text node and data unit and their relationships are used to remove decorative tags from data
units. They are helpful to separate decorative tags and text node.

Figure 1: Annotation Phases

Figure 2: Proposed Framework for Annotation
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V. RESULT

We proposed a framework for the data annotation in the web databases. The procedure is listed below:
1.

First, a web database returns a SRR. Each SRR consists of multiple data units.

2.

Find and remove decorative tags.

3.

Detect text nodes from each SRR.

4.

Form the clusters including tag path, length of tree, preceding and succeeding sibling index.

5.

By using different annotators label that specific group.

Figure 3: Collected SRRs

Figure 4: Cluster Formation
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VI. CONCLUSION

Data extraction and data annotation is primarily research area in web database. Several types of data unit and text node
features makes annotation scalable and automatic. Three phases used for annotation in which aligns the data units into different
groups, labels each group and construct annotation wrapper.
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